PROPERTY NAME: Goodman Property
OTHER NAMES: Sample Site 3117
MINERAL COMMODITY(IES): Gold
TYPE OF DEPOSIT: Vein
ACCESSIBILITY: Two miles from the mouth of Willow Creek with no road the last mile.
OWNSHIP: Unknown
PRODUCTION: $25,000 in 1913 and $25,000 at some later date???
HISTORY: 

DEVELOPMENT: A line of prospects, inclines and shafts, several adits with one of the adits called the Goodman Tunnel. There maybe 5-6 hundred feet of workings and more that were inaccessible from caving.

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF EXAMINATION: None

GEOLOGY: The workings follow a N70°E, 50-60°S, two to 4 foot white quartz vein in a black limestone, that can be traced from the bottom of the canyon to the top of the ridge a distance of 5-6 hundred feet. A large adit at the bottom of the canyon that may have been the Goodman Tunnel intercepts the upper workings which are quite extensive including several inclines stopes, winzes and adits. The ore was lowered from several different levels to to the canyon level via the Goodman Tunnel were it was transported via rail along the canyon to a small mill not standing but very much in evidence. None of the mine workings or mill are on the new Nyala 7'† map, but the workings best fit the description for the Goodman Property although there are many discrepancies. There is more at the mine than fits any of the description???
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